
Necklace
Make the Pendant

1 On a comfortable length of thread, 

pick up six 80 bronze seed beads. Tie 

the 80s into a circle. Sew through the 

first 80 picked up.

2 Work a right-angle weave increase 

stitch with 80s on each bead in step 1. 

The finished row will have 12 80s on 

the outer edge. Step up to start the 

new row.

3 Work right angle weave with 80s. 

Increase on every other bead in step 2. 

The finished row will have 18 80s. Step 

up to start the new row.

4 Work right-angle weave with 80s. 

Increase on every third 80 in step 3. 

The finished row will have 24 80s. Step 

up to start the new row.

10 Exiting the first 80 in the last row, 

pick up two 110 dark gold seed beads, 

and sew through the next 80. Repeat 

11 times for a total of 12 110s. Skip 

picking up one pair of 110 dark golds, 

and then continue picking up two 110 

dark golds 10 times. You will have two 

110 dark golds between each 80, with 

matching gaps on each side of the 

pendant (figure 1).

add the Top crown 

11 Exiting the 80, sew back through 

the last two 110 dark golds picked up 

and the next 80. Sew through the next 

110 dark gold.

12 Pick up two 110 dark golds. Sew 

through the next two 110 dark 

golds. Repeat seven times 

for a total of eight pairs 

of 110 dark golds. 

After the last pair, 

only sew through 

one 110 dark gold 

(figure 2).
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5 Work right-angle weave on every 80 

in step 4 with 110 bronze seed beads. 

The finished row will have 24 110 

bronzes. Step up to start the new row.

6 Repeat step 5.

7 Center a 27mm rivoli in the  

beadwork.

8 Sew a 110 bronze between each 110 

bronze picked up in step 6. Pull snug. 

Repeat the thread path to reinforce  

and tighten. 

Make the edge Trim

9 Exiting the last row 

of 80s (step 4), work 

clockwise to sew a 

80 between each 80 

on this row. Step up.

figure 1

figure 2

For more stitch 
direction, follow 

the instructions in 
the Basics section for 
circular right-angle 

weave.
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